
Circular No #017/GEN                                                                                              Date:- 30.05.2021 
   
To, 
All Member Industries of DCCIA Pune.           
  

Subject:-Plying of Heavy Vehicles & Company Buses for Employees on 
Pune - Nagar Road. 
  
Dear Members, 
  
As you are aware that many Companies are running regular buses on Pune - Nagar road 
for conveying their employees. These buses stop at various points on Nagar Road during 
each shift where their employees get in/ out of the buses.   It has been also observed that 
many company buses are travelling on wrong side which may cause serious accidents.   
  
During the last physical meeting, held on 06th May 2022, between DCCIA & Pune Traffic 
Police (City Police & Gramin Police) & other government authorities i.e. (PWD, PMRDA, 
PMC etc) for discussing various traffic & road repairing related issues including measures 
to prevent traffic jams on Nagar Road, an appeal has been made by Traffic Police & other 
related government dept. to Industries to stop their Employee buses 100 meters before 
traffic signal/ junction in order to prevent crowding at the signal/ junction which not only 
contributes to traffic jam but also becomes a safety issue.   
  
We also request all the member industries to co-operate in our endeavour which is 
ultimately for your benefits. Accordingly, please plan suitably to handle the issue of traffic 
congestion during the road renovation work for efficient management of your 
transportation of men and material.  
  
Some of the measures which we will like to suggest to affected member industries 
are as under:-  
 1.   Use alternate road if possible during progress of road renovation work.  
2. Inform concerned agency to take care of water pipelines, Telephone lines, Electrical 
HT  cables (MSEB)    passing through the road (underground)  for expeditious   repair in 
case of any damage due to unavoidable circumstances.  
3. Inform suitably to employees, visitors / Guests to use alternate related roads. 
4.  Inform suitably your transport department to please don’t drive the heavy vehicles 
with materials from wrong side of the roads which is causing traffic jams issues and 
serious accidents. 
  
In view of the above we request all the member industries to issue necessary instructions 
to the drivers of their employee buses, in line with above appeal of Traffic Police.   
  
I sincerely look forward to your positive action which is going to benefit all of us.  
  
Thanks & regards. 
  
For Deccan Chamber of Commerce Industries & Agriculture, Pune. 
  
HP SRIVASTAVA 
VICE CHAIRMAN   


